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GOOD INTENTIONS, NEW PRODUCTS, NEW PRTCES

They say that the road to Hell is paved with good intentions. If so

we've made a major contributions towards paving the highway.

In June 96 I undertook to produce a quarterly News Letter, the

Ndlovu Trumpeter, which would keep you up to speed on new
developments within the electric fencing industry. I note with
shame that our 13th edition of The Trumpeter was dated Winter 99

Since then we've had Christmas, a New Millennium, a prolonged
Easter break, an excess of water and crime, the Rand has continued
its slide into oblivion, & the Sharks and Boks have turned into
Seals and are being clubbed every weekend. So, what else is nerv?

Firstly, the successfulintroduction of the new Stafix 8i.5, 83,
Ml,2,M2.4, andM3.2 energisers has necessitated a new product
brochure so we'll start off by adding a little colour to your day b,v-

including a new Stafu brochure with this news letter - your verv
own free copy - hereafter they're 95c each.
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NEW FOR THE AGRICULTTIRIST

Stafu, through it's association with Trutest Ltd,
now has access to GRASS NIASTER. This is a
reliable pasture probe that takes the guess work
out of computing one's pasture's volumes.

City slickers - you can use this product to measure
how much your lawn has grown to compute how
badly your golfing weekend is going to be messed
up.

Serior.rsly though - we have brought two into the
collntry, one was purchased by a farmer in the
Western Cape and the other is being used by
Cedara College. Feed-back from both users is
excellent. Should you want further info on this
purely Agric product please contact me - 082
ss't2780

NEW FOR THE GAMB INDUSTRY

A challenge that is often encountered when erecting
a long game fence is that of sectorisation. Past

solutions have been to use expensive radio telemetry
or to hard wire fence monitors into the fence line - a
wiring nightmare if many sectors are required.

StaJix now has a solution, FARMSCAN. See the

back page of your Product Catalogue for further
information on this unique product.
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NEW PRICE LIST
AUGUST 2OOO

HORSE TAPE

Thanks to increased bulk buying we have been able
significantly to reduce the price of our 40mm horse
tape. Enclosed with this issue is a sample of our new
40mm tape. it will sell to dealers at R296,00 per
200M roll (That's after taking your 5%o payment
within 30 day discount) This is a decrease of
R102.00 per roll.

Now that's what I call a nose dive!!

POLYROPE

We have at last sourced a supplier of Polyrope. Ideal
for making gates or as the second strand in a horse
fence. This product will sell to dealers at R330.00
per 200lv1 roll. Another nose bleeding low price and
.yet anolher free sample included.
(Too short to hang yourself with but long enough to

.tickle 
your fancy) n .n
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R A FEW SECURITY PRODUCTS

Centurion Gate Motors, RT200's and AMI's as

from August. We have been warned that Wizords
and Merlins will be rising within the next few
months - till then we will hold firm but reserve the
right to increase Merlin and Wizord prices when they
are increased to us.
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WE DON'T HAVE A.?TMT OTT

We are pleased to announce that we do not have a
lift offand that none ofour price increases have gone

through the stratosphere.

WARRANTY CLAIMS. TIGHTEN UP

It's time to tighten up on procedures concerning
warranty claims. Before our third birthday it was

easy - any non-act of God malfunction was basically
a warranty claim. Now that we have passed our three.
in fact four, year trading mark we now require that
you produce proofofdate ofpurchase when
submitting a warranty repair. - a warranty card

shorving the date ofpurchase or a dated delivery note
or invoice.

NB - Also please note that all warranty repairs must
be sent to Ndlovu Fencing, or to a Stafix Electric
Fence Centre depot, and must not be sent directly to
a repair technician.. We have procedures set in place
by Trutest that we have to follow in order to be able
to submit our claim on them for a warranty repair.
Your support in this matter will be greatly appreciatd
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POLIWIRE

Increased volume of sales of our poliwires has also
enabled us to reduce our price of poliwire. For how
long? Who knows? Ask the Arabs - they control the
price of crude oil which in turn affects the price of
all resins and plastics. So make the most of this one
while it lasts.

COMMAX 1:1 INTERCOMS

This product's pricing has also joined the Titanic
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Regards to all,

J["".,.-


